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SIMS and XPS were used to characterise the chemistry of thin plasma polymerised acrylic acid films (ppAAc), and to determine
how this was influenced by plasma power. Quartz microbalance weight measurements were used to monitor the effect of power on
the deposition rate and identify the uptake of water vapour by the films upon exposure to the atmosphere. Functional group

derivatisation and XPS were used to quantify the proportion of carboxylic acid and ester functionalities. Derivatisation revealed
that the level of retention in the deposit could be controlled by the plasma deposition power (P ) up to a maximum of 66% at P=
2 W. TOF SIMS analysis identified the presence of linear structures with up to five monomer units in the high retention deposit.

The role of such structures in functional retention is discussed with reference to mass spectrometry data in the literature.

A polymeric film deposited on a substrate from a ‘cold’ radio Experimental
frequency plasma sustained in the vapour of an organic

Plasma depositioncompound is referred to as a plasma polymer. The fabrication
and characterisation of a wide range of plasma polymers has The plasma deposition system consisted of the elements sche-
been the subject of many publications.1,2 Interest in such matically illustrated in Fig. 1. This apparatus comprised a
materials lies in their unique coating properties which include: radio frequency power source (13.56 kHz) with manual power
good adherence, ‘pin-hole’ free and conformal coating of matching which was tuned to minimise the reflected power
substrates. The attributes commonly cited for the application (<1 W). This was capacitively coupled via two copper bands
of plasma deposits are their diffusion, optical, hardness and to a deposition chamber evacuated to a base pressure of
abrasion properties.3 However, recently there has been much approximately 1 Pa. The deposition chamber comprised a
interest in the chemistry of such novel coatings and how it cylindrical borosilicate glass T-piece sealed with stainless steel
may be used to modify the surface chemistry of conventional end-plates using PTFE o-rings. Acrylic acid (Aldrich) monomer
materials. Specifically, recent work has explored the retention was degassed using a freeze–thaw cycle. The flow of acrylic
of carboxylic acid, hydroxy, ester, sulfone and amine monomer acid vapour into the reaction vessel was regulated through the
functionalities, in the plasma polymer deposit.4–13

use of manually operated needle valves. The monomer flow
Chemical surface modification using plasma polymers has

rate was monitored before and after the deposition, and found
potential applications in adhesion promotion.4,5 The effective-

to remain constant for a fixed leak-valve setting. All plasma
ness of plasma polymerised acrylic acid (ppAAc) in improving

polymer samples in this paper were produced at an acrylic
interfacial shear strength between carbon fibre and epoxy resin

acid flow rate of 5 cm3STP min−1 (sccm). The pressure in the
has recently been demonstrated12,13 Good interfacial bonding

chamber before the plasma was initiated was kept constant
was obtained between epoxy resin and carbon fibre coated

(40 Pa) using a valve on the pumping line. A liquid nitrogen
with a thin film of ppAAc. This was attributed to the formation

cold trap and an alumina trap were used to prevent fouling of
of covalent bonds between the carboxy groups at the surface

the rotary pump with condensable plasma products and con-
of the deposit and the epoxy functionalities in the resin, in

tamination of the reaction chamber by pump oil (Fomblin).
addition to a strong plasma polymer–carbon fibre bond.

Deposition weight measurements were made using an STM-
Combined with inert-gas-plasma surface activation and clean-

100/MF vibrating quartz crystal microbalance (Sycon
ing a good bond may be achieved between plasma polymers

Instruments New York) which utilised a gold coated quartz
and a wide range of materials.

crystal with an exposed area of diameter 9 mm. The mass of
Within this paper we present a quantitative description of

deposited film was determined by measurement of the reson-
the surface chemistry of acrylic acid plasma polymer deter-

ance frequency of the exposed quartz crystal.
mined using surface analytical techniques. Such techniques are

For analysis, the ppAAc was deposited on aluminium foilappropriate for the characterisation of such materials present
positioned downstream of the region where the plasma wasin small quantities as thin films. Previously, the surface chemis-
formed. All samples were of thickness greater than that of thetry of ppAAc has been characterised to a limited extent by
XPS and SIMS analysis depths, such that the substrate signalXPS where the main aim of the work was adhesion pro-

motion,4,5 reduction of platelet adhesion7 and determination
of the plasma phase polymerisation mechanisms by plasma
mass spectrometry.10 In all these papers the description of the
chemistry was limited by a lack of quantitative derivatisation
to distinguish the acid functionalities from the esters. Herein,
quantification of the surface functional composition, and how
this is affected by plasma power (P ), is achieved by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and trifluoroethanol (TFE)
carboxy group derivatisation. Additionally, secondary ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS) analysis of the films provides structural
molecular information which we are able to relate to oligomeric
species previously identified in the plasma by mass

Fig. 1 Schematic of the plasma deposition apparatusspectrometry.10
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did not interfere with the deposit analysis. Samples were stored SIMS
in aluminium foil envelopes at ambient conditions.

SIMS was carried out on a PHI 7200 instrument, using a
8 keV Cs primary ion beam and electron charge neutralisation.
The cumulative primary ion dose for both positive and negativeXPS
spectra was less than 1×1012 ions cm−2 .

XPS spectra were acquired on a Scienta ES200 spectrometer.
A monochromated Al-Ka X-ray beam (4×0.2 mm) of 500 W

Resultswas used to generate the emission of photoelectrons from the
surface of the sample, analysed at a take-off angle (Q) of 90°. Deposit weight measurements
Thus, the analysis depth (d ), from which 95% of the photoelec-

Using a vibrating quartz crystal microbalance it was possibletrons contributing to the spectra emanate, may be estimated
to measure the weight of plasma polymer deposited on ato be 7 nm for C 1 s and 8 nm for Al 2p photoelectrons (d=
quartz crystal during the plasma polymerisation process. The3l sin Q where l=2.40 nm for C 1s and 2.75 nm for Al 2p
rate of deposition was found to remain constant with depos-electrons).14
ition time. The deposition rate is plotted as a function ofQuantification of the spectra was undertaken, after correc-
deposit power (P ) in Fig. 2. It is apparent that increasing P totion of the spectral intensity for the spectrometer transmission
4 W had the effect of raising the deposition rate to a maximumfunction, using sensitivity factors calculated from Scofield
of 2 mg min−1 [31 nm min−1 , assuming a plasma polymercross-sections. Verification of the accuracy of these factors, and
density (r)=1 g cm−3]. Increasing P further resulted in acorrection where necessary, was performed using standard
gradual decrease in deposition rate.compounds. We estimate that using this method an accuracy

Immediately after the RF power was turned off the weightof ±10% in the measurement of the elemental composition
of the deposit was observed to increase slightly (0.03–0.13 mg).was achieved. The concentrations presented from XPS data
This weight gain occurred within the first 15 s after the plasmaare in atomic percent excluding hydrogen which the technique
power was turned off and was fully removed when the chamberdoes not detect. The error bars on the elemental composition
was evacuated of monomer. This effect is attributed to adsorp-in Fig. 3, 5 and 6 were calculated from the analysis of nominally
tion/absorption of acrylic acid molecules by the deposit whichidentical samples to provide a measure of the reproducibility
desorb when the monomer flow is stopped and the chamberof the data included in these figures.
is evacuated to the base pressure. Leaving the deposit in theCurve fitting of all C 1s peaks was carried out using the
monomer flow for longer before evacuation brought no perma-same initial conditions and inter-peak constraints for each
nent increase in the deposit weight.spectra in order to reduce inter-sample scatter. The C 1s

It was also possible to monitor weight changes that occurenvelope from ppAAc was fitted with component peaks of
upon venting the chamber to atmospheric pressure after theequal full width half maximum (FWHM), except for the b-
monomer flow was stopped and the chamber evacuated.shifted carbon which was constrained to be 10% greater. This
Venting of the deposition chamber to dry air resulted in theprocedure was adopted on the basis of the C 1s curve fit of a
same increase in weight of 0.16 mg; both with a new sensorpoly(acrylic acid) (PAA).15 The shape of the peaks was also
before deposition of a coating, and with a 26 mg coating ofkept equal, and varied between a Gausssian to Lorentzian
P=2 W ppAAc deposit. This effect may therefore be attributed(G/L) mix of 0.8–1. Again, the b-shifted carbon was an
to the adsorption of oxygen and nitrogen molecules on theexception to this with a G/L mix of 10% less than the other
crystal/pp surface. Venting the deposition chamber to air, fromcomponents. The total intensity of the b-shift was constrained
the ambient atmosphere, provided a greater weight increase,

to equal to that of the well defined carboxylic acid component.
of 1.36 mg, which was fully reversible upon reevacuation of the

The position of the C(MO) and C(MO)2 components were
chamber. This weight gain was assigned to the pick-up of

fixed at 1.4–1.5 eV and 2.7–2.8 eV from the CH/CMC compo-
atmospheric moisture by the polymer in addition to the

nent respectively. Curve fitting of TFE-labelled ppAAc was
adsorbed N2 and O2 . The magnitude of this water pick-up

conducted using the same procedure for peaks from the pre-
was determined to be linearly related to the total weight/

labelled polymer. The position and FWHM of the two peaks
thickness of the deposit and was thus assigned to water

from the TFE molecule (CF3 and MOMCH2MCF3 ) were
absorption within the polymer film. The absorption of water

optimised while their intensities were constrained to be equal.
from the atmosphere to an equilibrium concentration (up to
7 wt% H2O has been observed) was found to be dependent
upon P and the relative humidity of the air. This phenomenon,Derivatisation
and its interrelationship with deposit chemistry, will be fully

Trifluoroethanol (TFE) labelling of acid functionalities was
carried out according to the protocol first detailed by Chilkoti
et al.,16 and later updated by Alexander et al.17 This involved
exposure of the samples to TFE vapour in the presence of a
catalyst (pyridine) and a drying agent, di-tert-butylcarbodiim-
ide (Di-tBuC) at room temperature. All reagents were pur-
chased from Aldrich. The samples were placed on a microscope
slide in a boiling tube which was sealed with a PTFE coated
stopper. The reagents were introduced below the samples at
15 min intervals in quantities of 0.09, 0.04 and 0.03 ml
respectively.

Instead of determining the time for full labelling of TFE
with a standard compound, e.g. PAA, a fixation vs. time curve
was constructed for ppAAc at the two extremes of the depos-
ition conditions considered (P=2 and 20 W) to identify an
appropriate exposure time for stoichiometric reaction. The
rationale behind this approach is based on the potential non-
stoichiometric reaction of TFE with certain chemistries as Fig. 2 Deposition rate of ppAAc as a function of plasma power for a

constant acrylic acid flow rate (5 sccm)described in detail in ref. 17.
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Fig. 3 The efect of plasma deposition power upon the elemental
composition determined by XPS of plasma polymerised acrylic acid
at a monomer flow rate of 5 sccm

reported in a forthcoming publication on the physicochemical
properties of ppAAc.

XPS

Elemental composition. The XPS analysis of ppAAc
deposited over a range of powers detected the presence of only
carbon and oxygen. This indicated that the aluminium sub-
strate was covered with a thickness greater than the analysis
depth of XPS (#8 nm for Al 2p photoelectrons) and that no
significant back streaming of the pump oil (fluorine containing)
occurred. Quantification of spectra acquired from films

Fig. 4 XPS C 1s peak from ppAAc produced at (a) P=2 W and (b)deposited over a range of P at a constant flow rate provided
P=20 Wthe elemental compositions presented in Fig. 3. These data

illustrate that increasing P reduces the oxygen concentration
of the deposit from 42±4.2 to 28±2.8%, i.e. from the elemental
composition of acrylic acid/PAA to a deposit with a deficiency
of oxygen.

Functional composition. The XPS C 1s peaks from films
formed at the extremes of deposition power considered in this
work (P=2 and 20 W) are presented in Fig. 4. The high
binding energy peak [C(NO)OX], and the associated b-shifted
carbon [CMC(NO)OX] indicate the presence of carboxy
groups (where X=H) and/or ester (where X=R) and/or anhy-
dride (where X=OMC(NO)) functionality. It is apparent from
the C 1s peak shape (Fig. 4, inset) that deposition at high
plasma power (P=20 W) produced a deposit with a low
relative intensity of this component compared to a deposit
produced at a low power (P=2 W). The C 1s peaks from
deposits formed across the power range were curve fitted using
a standard procedure. These data, presented in Fig. 5, indicate
a gradual transition of the form of the C 1s peak between films

Fig. 5 The effect of plasma deposition power upon the functionaldeposited at P=2 and 20 W.
composition of acrylic acid deposits as determined from the XPS C 1s
peak: (2 ) C–C, (&) C(NO)–O, (×) C–O and (*)C(–O)2Derivatisation. To enable the unambiguous identification,

and quantification, of the C(NO)OX carbon functionalities it
is necessary to use TFE derivatisation. In the vapour phase of the curves for ppAAc deposited at both P=2 and 20 W

indicated that no significant TFE uptake occurred after 3–5 hthe TFE molecule reacts with carboxylic acid but not esters
or hydroxy functionalities.16 Reaction of TFE has been of exposure. This time to saturation is compatible with stoichio-

metric reaction of the TFE molecule with carboxyreported with epoxides and may occur with anhydrides. We
assume that in our samples epoxides are not present in functionalities.17

Curve fitting of the C 1s peaks acquired from TFE labelledsignificant quantities and, should anhydrides be formed in the
deposits, they would be hydrolysed in the atmosphere to form ppAAc, P=2 and 20 W, is presented in Fig. 7. The proportion

of carbon present as carboxylic acid functionalities at theacids. Therefore, the level of fixation as determined by XPS
may be used to calculate the relative proportion of acid and surface of the plasma polymers is presented in Table 1. Using

the CF3/C(NO)OX ratio (from the TFE labelled sample) aester present in the plasma polymer.
It was necessary to construct a TFE fixation versus time measure of the proportion of C(NO)OX carbon environments

which were carboxy groups was obtained. Using this methodcurve in order that full derivatisation could be confirmed for
ppAAc produced at both extremes of P. The fixation of TFE it was calculated that 82% of the C(NO)OX functionalities in

2 W deposit were carboxy groups, while for the P=20 Wwas followed through the F/C ratio plotted in Fig. 6. The form
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Table 1 Plasma polymer functional composition as a proportion of
carbon calculated from the XPS analyses of TFE ppAAc, where X
represents CH3 , H or CH2

composition
of

ppAAc (%)

2 W 20 W

elemental composition [C]/[O] 58/42 72/28
proportion of C present as carboxylic C(NO)OH 22 4

acid
thus, proportion of C present as ester C(NO)OMC 5 11
proportion of C present as ester C(NO)OMC 5 11

functionalities
proportion of C in hydroxy CMOH 0 0

functionalities
proportion of C involved in ether CMOMC 0 0Fig. 6 TFE reaction versus exposure time for ppAAc deposited at (&)

functionalities2 W and (+) 20 W
proportion of C involved in carbonyl CNO 1 3

functionalities
proportion of C involved in CH2/CMC 66 74

non-functional carbon [CH2/CMC]
from C 1s

Fig. 8 Valence band spectra from ppAAc deposited at P=2 and 20 W

were shifted and scaled for comparison using the position of
the C 1s peak (285.0 eV) and the intensity of the Fermi Edge
(2–6 eV) respectively. It is apparent that while the O 2s
(25–30 eV) and C 2p (5–12 eV) regions changed little between
the two deposits, the C 2s region (13–21 eV) was significantly
different. This region has previously been assigned to CMC s-
bonds.18 Therefore, the increased relative intensity within this
region for the P=20 W deposit is attributed to an increase in
CMC bonding in this sample. Comparison of these spectra
with those included in a polymer database including valenceFig. 7 XPS C 1s peaks from plasma polymerised acrylic acid deposited
band spectra15 reveals that the form of the spectra for the 2 Wat (a) P=2 and (b) P=20 W followed by TFE derivatisation
is very similar to that for PAA. An increase in the intensity of
the C 2s region is seen in the spectra of poly(methacrylic acid)

material the proportion was only 27%. These results corre-
where a backbone H is substituted by a methyl group substanti-

spond to a retention of acid functionalities (relative to the
ating the conclusion that the higher plasma power (P=20 W)

monomer) of 0.22/0.33=66% and 0.04/0.33=12%, for P=2
increases the degree of CMC bonding in the deposit. The

and 20 W respectively.
poorly defined nature of this change in the spectra from the

If we assume that the ppAAc includes only carboxylic acid,
plasma polymers, relative to the polymer standards, is indica-

ester, ketone/aldehyde, alcohol and ether functionalities we
tive of the diversity of hydrocarbon states. This is consistent

can calculate the functional composition of the deposits using
with the changes in the atomic ratio (Fig. 3) and functional

these results. In addition, it is implicit in the curve fitting
composition (Fig. 5).

methodology that the b-carbon atoms assigned to the carboxy
group functionalities were not directly combined with oxygen

SIMS
atoms. Thus, in Table 1 we are able to assign all of the
functional groups for both extreme deposition conditions (P= Poly(acrylic acid) (PAA). Positive and negative ion SIMS

spectra of PAA19 were studied to determine the peaks seen in2 and 20 W). The full assignment of the carbon functionalities
gives us confidence in these assumptions. SIMS for a fully linear conventional polymer of acrylic acid.

The negative ion spectrum from PAA was found to provide
the most useful structural information. Peaks diagnostic of theValence bands. The valence band spectra (0–35 eV) were

acquired from P=2 and 20 W ppAAc deposits (Fig. 8). These polymer structure were observed at multiples of the monomer
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repeat unit at m/z 71, 143, 215 and 287, assigned the scission of ester linkages. It is not possible to differentiate
these two possible surface structures from the SIMS data.to the structures: H[CH2MCH(COOH)]

n
MCH=CHMC

(NO)O− , where n=0–3. These ions shall be referred to as the type II ions.
Assignment of cyclic structures are also possible for the ions

at m/z 215 and 287. ppAAc P=20 W. In contrast to the SIMS spectrum from
These ions are characteristic of methyl-terminated end- the P=2 W deposit the spectrum from the P=20 W deposit

groups in the polymer. The dominance of the SIMS spectra had no contribution from ions containing more than two
by end-groups has recently been determined in low molecular acrylic acid repeat units (m/z 145) [Fig. 9(b)]. Furthermore,
weight PMMA.20 The fragments are produced in the SIMS the intensity of the type II ion (m/z 73) was observed to be
process by the scission of one backbone bond which produces greater than that of the type I ion (m/z 71). The higher ester
the carbon double bond. Loss of a proton results in the content of this sample has already been determined in the XPS
formation of the carboxylic anion. Fragments of the m/z 71 section above. This correlation of type II ions with esters leads
ion were observed at m/z 41 and m/z 59 corresponding to the us to assign them to ester bound structures and not physi-
structures, HCOCMO− and CH3-C(NO)MO− respectively. sorbed species.
At higher mass, ions terminated by structures of the former Reevaluating the data in Fig. 9(a) (P=2 W) with this infor-
type were observed at m/z 113, 185 and 257, equivalent to the mation, we may conclude that we have carbon-bound struc-
loss of H2C=O from the species illustrated above. tures (type I ions) up to n=3 and ester-bound structures (type

II ions) up to m=4. It is notable that the type II ion at m/z=
ppAAc P=2 W. The negative ion SIMS spectra from a 2 W 217 (m=2) is of a relatively low intensity. We attribute this to

ppAAc deposit is presented in Fig. 9(a). It is apparent that the the enhanced stability of the cyclic type II ion (n=4) at
spectrum from the plasma polymer contains all the peaks of m/z=215.
conventional PAA, from n=0–3, although the relative peak The spectral intensity detected from the P=20 W sample
intensities differ. These ions emanate from structures at the (0.06 ions per pulse) was substantially lower than that observed
surface of the plasma polymer which are equivalent to the from the P=2 W deposit (0.19 ions per pulse). Additionally,
end-groups observed in the PAA spectra discussed above and the hydrogen peak [off-scale in Fig. 9(b)], exhibits a higher
shall be referred to as type I ions. Furthermore, where in the relative intensity in the spectrum of the P=20 W film. The
conventional polymer a single peak was present at m/z 71 dependence of overall ion yield on the degree of end-groups
(143, 215 and 287), in the plasma polymer an additional peak relative to backbone structures,20 and the increased contri-
was seen at m/z 73 (145, 217, 289 and 361). These were assigned bution of atomic ions to spectra from cross-linked plasma
with ions of the structure: HM[CH2M(COOH)CH]

m polymers21 have both previously been reported. Thus the
MCH2MCH2MC(NO)O− , where m=0–4. absolute and relative ion intensities in the spectrum from the

This type of ion contains two saturated end-groups suggest- P=20 W when compared with that of the low power deposit
ing that it emanates from physisorbed oligomer and/or through suggest the presence of cross-linked material.

Discussion

Deposit structure

Deposition rate data (Fig. 2) is consistent with the two depos-
ition regimes termed by Yasuda the energy-deficient regime at
low power and the monomer-deficient regime at high power.1
In our system P=4 W defines the boundary between these
two regimes. The quantitative analysis of films obtained by
XPS illustrates that the elemental (Fig. 3) and functional
composition (Fig. 5) of ppAAc changes progressively between
these two deposition regimes.

The combination of TFE derivatisation and XPS provides
an unambiguous quantitative description of the plasma poly-
mer functionality at the two extremes of power (P=2 and
20 W) (Table 1). Films made at low power (P=2 W) have an
elemental and functional composition which is close to that of
the acrylic acid/PAA, i.e. with 66% of the carbon present as
hydrocarbon (equal to the monomer), 22% acid (66% of the
monomer) and the remaining present as ester (10%) and
ketone/aldehyde (1%). Thus, in the deposition process the
carboxy groups that are not present in the deposit (relative to
the monomer) have been converted into esters, and to a very
limited extent ketone/aldehydes. SIMS data from P=2 W
deposit indicates the presence of linear structures containing
up to five acrylic acid units, as found in the spectrum from
PAA. In addition, the spectrum of ppAAc reveals additional
ions (type II) which are assigned to ions produced from the
scission of a ester linkage in the SIMS process. Thus at low
plasma powers where there is a ‘deficiency’ of power the
resultant deposit is very similar to conventional PAA with the
exception that 10% of the carboxy carbons have been con-
verted into ester functionalities.

At high plasma power (P=20 W), the proportion of hydro-
carbon and ester in the films increases to 74 and 22%Fig. 9 Negative static SIMS spectra of ppAAc at (a) P=2 and (b) P=

20 W (the hydrogen peak, 5×104 counts, is off-scale) respectively, while the acid falls to 4% (12% that of the
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monomer). Thus, in the monomer deficient regime the conver- systems indicating that the role of the positive ions in deposit
formation at low plasma power is underestimated21,22 Thission of the acrylic acid carboxy group into esters is clearly

favoured. SIMS identifies a decrease in the abundance and data contrasts with the traditional view that deposit formation
proceeds through the combination of neutral species.size of linear structures in the deposit such that the dimer of

the acrylic acid molecule is the largest ion observed (at low
intensity), i.e. the deposit is very unlike PAA. Instead the Monomer deficient regime. At high plasma power (P=20 W)
SIMS, XPS and valence band data indicate a deposit cross- the oxygen content of the film has fallen from 42±4.2% (P=
linked through CMC bonds in which the majority of acid 2 W) to 28±2.8%. This indicates a preferential loss of oxygen
functionalities have been converted into esters. Increased cross- in the form of gaseous products and/or preferential incorpor-
linking in plasma polymers is often observed at high deposition ation of carbon into the deposit. The fragmentation of acrylic
power.1,2 This effect of plasma power is rationalised as an acid under electron impact to form CO and CO2 has previously
increase in the range of available reaction pathways as a result been noted, as has the tendency to lose H2O in the plasma
of greater monomer fragmentation. In the plasma polymeris- environment.8,10 Therefore, we propose that this decrease in
ation of acrylic acid it is clear that the increase in plasma the carbon content of the film is related to the increased
power facilitates significant ester formation. fragmentation of the monomer to form these species which are

not readily incorporated in the deposit. Valence band data
Mechanism of deposit formation indicates increased CMC s-bonding in the high power deposits.

This is consistent with an increase in cross-linking in thisO’Toole et al. have carried out mass spectrometry on acrylic
deposit also noted in the SIMS spectra. Thus the greateracid plasmas.10 This data on the plasma species allowed them
fragmentation of the monomer in the monomer-deficientto postulate deposition mechanisms which we discuss below
regime results in an increase in the reaction pathways availablein the light of our data on the chemistry of ppAAc.
which manifests itself as a deposit containing more cross-
linking and esters.

Power deficient regime. As discussed above, the chemistry of
The presence of esters in ppAAc has not previously been

films formed at low plasma powers (P=2 W) closely resembles
unambiguously identified because derivatisation of the carboxy

the chemistry of PAA. O’Toole et al. detected oligomers up to
groups was not undertaken.4,5,7,10 In the most thorough mech-

three monomer units in the positive mass spectrum of low
anistic study of polymerisation in acrylic acid plasmas to date

power acrylic acid plasmas which they proposed were formed
no mechanism for the formation of esters was proposed because

through positive ion–molecule reactions, e.g structure X.
no evidence for esters in the plasma was obtained.10 Therefore,
we conclude that ester linkages form at the surface of the
deposit through interaction of the neutral or positive plasma
species.

CH3 CH CH CH

C C
OHO OH+HO

X

Interaction of ppAAc with acrylic acid and water vapour
Comparison with XPS analysis of films deposited from these

It is interesting to note that no permanent weight increase wasplasmas led the authors to argue that such ions were respon-
observed upon exposure of the freshly prepared film to thesible for the carboxylic acid functionalisation of the polymer
atmosphere. It is often reported in the literature that the flowproduct. Our SIMS data provides direct evidence for the
of the monomer is maintained for some time after the plasmaexistence of related species in the P=2 W deposit, i.e. type I
is turned off, before venting of the chamber to the atmosphere,and II ions detailed in the section SIMS above. To explain the
to encourage reactive surface species to react with monomer,structures determined to exist in the deposits by SIMS it is
e.g. free radicals. Our data indicate that a significant concen-necessary that these cations combine with surface species to
tration of reactive species does not exist at the surface whenform both CMC bonds and ester linkages. The latter case is
the plasma is extinguished because no permanent weightdiscussed in the next section with reference to the monomer-
increase occurred. The deposits did not pick up nitrogen ordeficient regime where it is dominant. The former case may
oxygen upon storage and indicated no reactivity with thetake place in a manner analogous to that proposed in the
atmosphere after production of the type often observed forplasma phase by O’Toole et al., i.e. in place of reaction with
plasma treated polymers.23 This indicates that significantthe monomer molecules in the gas phase the positively charged
plasma etching or UV bombardment of the deposits did notoligomers react with surface species. For the formation of a
occur. The presence of absorbed water in ppAAc will haveCMC bond (to result in type I SIMS structures), this necessi-
significant implications for the application of ppAAc and willtates an internal rearrangement (of structure X) such that
most probably be a contributing factor to the ageing phen-proton transfer occurs from the carbonyl oxygen to the alkene
omena previously identified in similar deposits when storedand the secondary carbocation so generated reacts with the
under humid conditions.5 This may have implications in thedeposit.
proposed application of ppAAc in adhesion promotion as theThe disparity between the maximum number of monomer
presence of water at the interphase is usually associated withrepeat units detected in the plasma (3) and in the deposit (5)
poor joint durability.24may result from either the very different detection conditions

of the two analysis techniques (quadrupole plasma mass spec-
trometry and reflection TOF SIMS), or the different deposition Conclusions
configurations. Comparison of our data with the C 1s data of
O’Toole et al. suggests that the latter explanation may be at Acrylic acid has been plasma polymerised to form deposits

with between 66 and 12% retention of the carboxy group byleast partly responsible as their highest retention deposit
appears to have a lower retention than the deposits from varying the plasma power between P=2 and 20 W respectively.

Low plasma power deposits (P=2 W) exhibited high functionalwhich our SIMS data was obtained. Our identification of a
significant proportion of esters in ppAAc deposits suggests retention and a chemistry similar to that of PAA. Deposit

formation at higher powers (P=20 W) was characterised bytheir retention of 71%, calculated from the C(NO)X compo-
nent of the C 1s peak, to be an overestimate. the preferential formation of esters and cross-linking.

In high retention deposit (P=2 W) linear species containingThis correlation of deposit molecular structure (SIMS) and
plasma-phase oligomers (plasma-phase MS) is part of a signifi- up to five acrylic acid repeat units have been detected by

SIMS. At high plasma power (P=20 W) no linearity greatercant amount of evidence from a number of plasma polymer
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